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Female Ejaculation
This book is a complete overview about female ejaculation and squirt in detail.

The Pleasure Gap
"Your one-stop shop for G-spot stimulation and female ejaculation. Truly, a
fabulous book." - Sonia Borg, Ph.D., M.A., M.P.H., author of Oral Sex She'll Never
Forget and Oral Sex He'll Never Forget "This is the must-read book for any woman
interested in discovering the secrets of her G-spot. Tristan will teach you how to
find and play with the spot for your ultimate pleasure." - Jordan LaRousse and
Samantha Sade, authors of Penis Genius and Clitology Experience the ultimate
orgasm! Proper stimulation of the G-spot can yield incredible orgasms and the
unique and powerful experience of female ejaculation. However, unlike the clitoris,
which is easily visible, the G-spot can be tricky to locate and takes skill to work it in
just the right way. The Secrets of G-Spot Orgasms and Female Ejaculation
demystifies this controversial erogenous zone with the latest techniques, positions,
and toys for harnessing the power of the G-spot for incredible pleasure. Leading
sex educator Tristan Taormino presents the best positions, couple-play techniques,
and solo exercises for maximizing G-spot stimulation, achieving female ejaculation,
and having intense, full-body orgasms. Step-by-step instructions for both men and
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women show how to give and receive mind-blowing sensations, create bed-shaking
climaxes, and experience one of the wonders of female sexual pleasure—female
ejaculation.

Female Ejaculation and the G-spot
Instant New York Times, USA Today, and Publishers Weekly bestseller! Boston
Globe bestseller #1 Canadian Bestseller OB/GYN, The New York Times columnist,
host of the show Jensplaining, and internationally bestselling author Dr. Jen Gunter
now delivers the definitive book on vaginal health, answering the questions you’ve
always had but were afraid to ask—or couldn’t find the right answers to. She has
been called Twitter’s resident gynecologist, the Internet’s OB/GYN, and one of the
fiercest advocates for women’s health…and she’s here to give you the straight talk
on the topics she knows best. Does eating sugar cause yeast infections? Does
pubic hair have a function? Should you have a vulvovaginal care regimen? Will
your vagina shrivel up if you go without sex? What’s the truth about the HPV
vaccine? So many important questions, so much convincing, confusing,
contradictory misinformation! In this age of click bait, pseudoscience, and celebrityendorsed products, it’s easy to be overwhelmed—whether it’s websites, advice
from well-meaning friends, uneducated partners, and even healthcare providers.
So how do you separate facts from fiction? OB-GYN Jen Gunter, an expert on
women’s health—and the internet’s most popular go-to doc—comes to the rescue
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with a book that debunks the myths and educates and empowers women. From
reproductive health to the impact of antibiotics and probiotics, and the latest
trends, including vaginal steaming, vaginal marijuana products, and jade eggs,
Gunter takes us on a factual, fun-filled journey. Discover the truth about: • The
vaginal microbiome • Genital hygiene, lubricants, and hormone myths and fallacies
• How diet impacts vaginal health • Stem cells and the vagina • Cosmetic vaginal
surgery • What changes to expect during pregnancy and after childbirth • What
changes to expect through menopause • How medicine fails women by dismissing
symptoms Plus: • Thongs vs. lace: the best underwear for vaginal health • How to
select a tampon • The full glory of the clitoris and the myth of the G Spot . . . And
so much more. Whether you’re a twenty-six-year-old worried that her labia are
“uncool” or a sixty-six-year-old dealing with painful sex, this comprehensive guide
is sure to become a lifelong trusted resource.

The International Encyclopedia of Human Sexuality
What if you could totally revamp your home investing just a few bucks? This book
will provide all the answers you need and all the steps you should take to improve
the look of your home and turn it in a cozy and comfortable Heaven. This powerful
guide is all you need to master the ancient art of Macramé you will be easily driven
to learn step by step from the most basics knots to the more complex ones. If you
feel confused but you want to start crafting and spread your creativity all around,
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then just keep reading what Unique Crafts & Designs has created for you. In this
book, our dearest Olivia will instruct you about: What macramé dips his roots in;
What materials and tools you need to start this fascinating craft; Things to look for
in choosing a macramé cord; Why the color of green is such an important ally for
your projects; How you can easily master your first knots and improve day by day
your technique; 8 easy and kid-friendly projects to embellish your home or garden.
PLUS a special project for your favourite, orangeish season! Even if you've tried to
learn macramé before but failed because the guides were not easy to follow or
practical, your search ends today! This book breaks down the seemingly complex
process of learning this engaging art using simple language to ensure you digest
everything in no time! Are you ready to start learning how to macramé the right
way, like our dearest grannies? Then scroll up, click on "Buy Now with 1-Click", and
get your copy now!

The Anal Sex Position Guide
The Orgasm Answer Guide answers common questions many people have about
one of life's most fascinating experiences. In an accessible question-and-answer
format, four of the world's leading sexuality experts address every aspect of
orgasms: how they happen, why they don’t, and what can be done to enhance
sexual experiences. The authors provide clear and informed answers to more than
80 common questions, including: • Can an orgasm cause a heart attack?• Does
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childbirth affect orgasm?• What is the G spot?• How can I tell whether my partner
is faking an orgasm?• Do orgasms end at a certain age? The all-star author team
includes neuroscientist Barry R. Komisaruk, bestselling author and sexual health
researcher Beverly Whipple, BBC sexuality talk-show host Sara Nasserzadeh, and
Mexico’s leading sex researcher, Carlos Beyer-Flores. Credible, readable, and easy
to follow, The Orgasm Answer Guide tells you everything you ever wanted to know
but were afraid to ask. Major Magazine Coverage of Komisaruk, Beyer-Flores, and
Whipple's The Science of Orgasm: Esquire; O, The Oprah Magazine; Glamour;
Women's Health; GQ Italy; Self; Elle; Men's Health; Cosmopolitan U.K.

The Secrets of Great G-Spot Orgasms and Female Ejaculation:
The Best Positions and Latest
The Ultimate Guide to Kink is the first major guide to BDSM in a generation—a bold
and sexy collection of essays that run the gamut from expert how-to tutorials to
provocative essays that delve into complex questions about desire, power, and
pleasure. The book brings together diverse voices from the kink community in an
unprecedented way: each chapter is written by a different sexuality/BDSM
educator. Divided into two sections, the first section features thorough, thoughtful
pieces—on everything from flogging to bondage—packed with techniques and
beautifully illustrated with original images from artist Katie Diamond. The second
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section is dedicated to role-playing fantasies and personal manifestos. From age
play to masochism, these chapters cover some of the edgiest, most taboo and
controversial elements of kink in depth. The Ultimate Guide to Kink features the
expertise of renowned educators writing passionately on their favorite subjects,
including Patrick Califia, Midori, Laura Antoniou, Barbara Carrellas, Lee Harrington,
Jack Rinella, Lolita Wolf, Madison Young, Hardy Haberman, Felice Shays, Ignacio
Rivera, Sarah Sloane, Mollena Williams, FifthAngel, and Edge. It will educate,
inspire, and challenge both newcomers to the world of kink and experienced BDSM
players.

The Orgasm Answer Guide
Like men, women also can ejaculate, enhancing and intensifying their sexual
pleasure. In an open, positive style, Deborah Sundahl presents information about
female ejaculation including scientific findings, anatomical illustrations, historical
accounts, a chapter on how men can help their female partners to ejaculate, and
women’s and men’s experiences collected during the past two decades.

The Multi-Orgasmic Woman
This Encyclopedia is a comprehensive A-Z reference with over 500 entries that
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define sexuality from a broad biocultural perspective and show the diversity of
human sexual behavior and belief systems. * Contains entries ranging from short
definitions of scientific, clinical, cultural, and colloquial terms to extended
explorations of major concepts * Covers 13 key areas of content, from clinical
medicine and body modification to the language of sexuality and the history of
sexology * Serves as an essential resource for students, scholars, and researchers
with contributions from an international team of top scholars and practitioners 3
Volumes www.encyclopediaofhumansexuality.com

YOU: Being Beautiful
Do you already understand what female ejaculation is, yet wonder how you can
achieve it? Have your past attempts at squirting been unsuccessful? Then this
book is for you!Squirting: It's Easier Than You Think is a quick book of useful tips
and information to help any woman learn how to experience female ejaculation. It
doesn't waste time with explaining what female ejaculation is, but instead focuses
on providing the best, most useful tips to encourage your body to unleash its
flood.The author R. Leigh began experiencing female ejaculation later in adulthood,
before she even knew what it was, or her body could do it. Her sexual past
included rape, molestation, a physically abusive relationship, and few sexual
experiences which were enjoyable nor included a focus on her pleasure.Her first
experience with female ejaculation lead to a several year journey into
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understanding her own sexuality, where she embraced pleasure and developed an
immense amount of knowledge about the squirting orgasm and how it's
accomplished. As she learned more, and became much more comfortable with her
body, as well as accepted the fact she deserved pleasure, she learned more about
the role a holistic view plays into sexuality.Her goal is to share knowledge of
female ejaculation with others, particularly woman, to help them understand the
strong connection a healthy mind, body and spirit has to pleasurable female
sexuality. A healthy sex life is not only crucial to strengthening the connection with
your partner, but it's also beneficial to a woman's physical and mental health.

Squirting: It's Easier Than You Think
From the Author of Squirting: It's Easier Than You Think, Squirt Stories and the
Creator of Squirt School. In Squirt School: The Book you'll learn more about
squirting, and maybe more importantly you'll learn techniques and be encouraged
to participate in exercises which can help you learn to squirt. Features more than
10 positions which help with g-spot stimulation. Also learn clitoral stimulation
techniques, including a revolutionary clitoral stimulation technique that
unfortunately most people know nothing about. Learn about masturbation
techniques, including some warm-ups, and a masturbation technique which may
just be the trick to getting you to squirt! Squirt School: The Book includes several
homework assignments to get you started on the right path to squirting pleasure!
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A Taste of Honey
DISCOVER THE PLEASURES OF THE G-SPOT AND EXPERIENCE MIND-BLOWING SEX
EVERY TIME This book helps you take your sex life to a higher level. The author
carefully details proven techniques that are amazingly simple yet guaranteed to
elicit the ultimate in female pleasure. You’ll learn how to: •Find the G-spot
•Stimulate and arouse the G-spot •Be sensitive to your partner’s feelings •Explore
female ejaculation •Achieve G-spot orgasm Unleashing Her G-Spot Orgasm
features: •A 10-step plan for locating, understanding and stimulating a woman’s Gspot •Case studies and findings from the authors survey of test couples

The Science of Orgasm
Try new sexual positions The bestselling guide to a rewarding sex life and a deeper
relationship Looking for the straight facts on sex? In this friendly, authoritative
guide, renowned sex therapist Dr. Ruth gives you the latest on everything from
oral sex and popular positions to new methods of birth control. She also debunks
sex myths and covers new therapies to manage low libido, overcome sexual
dysfunction, and enhance pleasure. Praise for Dr. Ruth and Sex For Dummies "Her
energy level is higher than that of a charged particle." –People Magazine "Dr. Ruth
writes the way she talks – enthusiastically, nonjudgmentally, and informatively. . .
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." –Booklist "Her name and the distinctive thrill of her voice have become
inextricably linked with the subject of sex." –New York Times Discover how to Enjoy
the first time Enhance foreplay and afterplay with your partner Avoid STDs and
have safer sex Discuss sex with your kids Navigate cybersex

I Love Female Orgasm
HOW TO EASILY MAKE A WOMAN SQUIRT You won't get the information embedded
in this book anywhere else in the world. This book was born out of the desire to
help a brother whoes wife was messing around with other men. I gave him some
tips and tricks, and that was all he needed to keep his beautiful wife back at
home.I have slept with countless women, and I know every single damn thing
about a woman's body.Making a woman squirt is a technique that isn't common
among the male folks. Whoever makes a woman squirt keep her for life
irrespective of your misdoings. Several years, making a woman squirt was an art
only Cassanova knew, but today I will show you all you need to make her squirt
and want more of you all the time. If you've never seen or felt a true G-Spot
orgasm, imagine for a moment, an orgasm that causes the whole vagina to spasm
rigorously, often contracting so tight that it literally forces out your finger or any
object inside the vagina. And imagine that while these intense contractions are
throbbing and pulsing throughout the vagina, the vagina becomes very wet and
ejaculates a stream or spurt of fluid with each contraction. Imagine an orgasm that
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causes such intense ecstasy that even the quietest and most controlled woman will
yell, buck and become wild; one that makes normal "screamers" go dead
silent--the scream caught in her throat--a scream that if freed may wake all the
neighbours within a four-block radius.Then you can imagine the satisfaction of
never having to wonder: "Did she orgasm? Was it fake, or was it real?" But instead
knowing the instant her orgasm begins with clear physical signs that occur
involuntarily and comes along with the orgasm.This is the glory of a G-Spot
orgasm!!!But we don't want you to take our word for it. We want you to see for
yourself. SEE WHAT PEOPLE ABOUT THE MAKING A WOMAN SQUIRT "It was
absolutely the furriest, most wonderful climax I've had! It was like warmth started
in my vagina center and splashed outward all over my body. Wonderful!" -- J. K. "I
thought I took a leak! And then (name withheld) explained what had happened
after reading series of books and I could hardly believe it finally happened to me. .
.I would prefer having this every day and take the stress of washing the sheets
everyday"-- T.C. "After I felt what it's like to squirt, I'd rather die than (name
withheld) stop making love to me! Our love life has never been better. . ." -- K. C.
Like I said, whoever makes a woman squirt owns her for life.If your wife is about to
leave you, divorce you, or having an affair with another man, then you need to
satisfy her on bed and watch how she turns over a new leaf.The secrets are
embedded right inside this book. this book will expose you to How to initiate sex
the right way Ways to make a woman want you on bed How to get her wet Where
to locate her G-spot The right way to stimulate the G-spot and Clitoris
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Understanding a Woman's anatomy How to stimulate yourself as a woman
Advanced sexual techniques for ultimate pleasure Sexy positions for G-spot
stimulation Making a woman finally squirt If you really want to improve your sex
life as a man, or help your husband bedroom skills as a woman, then this book is a
must buy.What are you waiting for? Just click the purchase button NOW!!!

Loving the G-Spot
Bestselling author Violet Blue shows smart girls everywhere how to enjoy mindblowing G-spot orgasms – with or without a partner. “The G-spot is not a riddle
wrapped in a mystery inside an enigma. It is a place in your body.” — from the
introduction It’s not a myth, it’s a miracle — the G-spot, that powerhouse of female
orgasm. With wit and panache, sex educator and best-selling writer Violet Blue
helps readers master the sexual alphabet through “G.” Beginning with an
anatomical guide and incorporating suggestions for couple-play, positions, toys,
and safer sex, The Smart Girl’s Guide to the G-Spot will lead to thrilling new
sensations and earth-shaking, bed-breaking, gale force climaxes. As with all her
sex guides, Violet includes sections on further reading and recommended videos
and DVDs, and practical information on toys and toy shopping. Any girl can
unleash her own awesome orgasmic superpower with The Smart Girl’s Guide to the
G-Spot.
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Orgasm Unleashed
The clitoris has been dismissed, undervalued, unexplored, and misunderstood for
hundreds of years, but the truth is out there, and internationally celebrated sex
educator Rebecca Chalker has found it. In The Clitoral Truth, Chalker offers the
only mainstream, in-depth exploration devoted solely to women's genital anatomy
and sexual response. Women readers everywhere--be they straight, gay, or
bisexual--will learn about the countless sexual sensations and discover how to
enhance their sexual responses in a more concrete way than ever before.
Enhanced with personal accounts, comprehensive illustrations, and a thorough
appendix of female sexuality resources, this book helps women and their partners
understand and expand their sexual potential and work toward becoming
independent sexual beings.

Why Good Sex Matters
A holistic guide to female sexuality integrates the latest in Western medical
research with the wisdom of the East to explain how any woman can enhance her
pleasure in lovemaking and reach her full sexual potential. Reprint. 20,000 first
printing.
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Open Her
A sex therapist and neuroscientist describes anhedonia, the inability to feel a
satisfactory amount of pleasure--and provides the pathway back to fully enjoying
sex, food, time with family and friends, and other pastimes, while also staving off
depression, anxiety, and addiction.

Unleashing Her G-Spot Orgasm
In this headline-making book, Daniel Bergner turns everything we thought we knew
about women's desire on its head. Drawing on extensive research and interviews
with renowned behavioural scientists, sexologists, psychologists and everyday
women, Daniel Bergner asks: - Do women really crave intimacy and emotional
connection? - Are women more disposed to sex with strangers or multiple partners
than either science or society have ever let on? - And is 'the fairer sex' actually
more sexually aggressive and anarchic than men?

The Vagina Bible
Often considered the most intimate (and intimidating!) of sexual activities, anal
sex is gaining mainstream acceptance as the ultimate in alternative intercourse.
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This guide takes the fear factor out of anal sex and shows heterosexual couples
the best positions for pain-free pleasure. Introductory material which will discuss
how to experience anal sex safely and pleasurably, hygiene and safety, bringing up
the topic with a partner, and the use of sex toys and accessories. Subsequent
chapters will be position-specific: positions for first-timers; positions to spice up
your repertoire; and advanced positions.

The Smart Girl's Guide to the G-Spot
A Taste of Honey provides a scholarly exposition on the prominent place that
sexuality and erotology enjoyed in traditional Islam. The book is divided into two
parts; part one presents a critical examination of sexual ethics and part two
consists of a concise treatise on the art of seduction and lovemaking. The central
aim of this book argues that Islam is a sexually enlightened religion which teaches
that sensuality should not be devoid of spirituality. The book also argues that the
loss of sacred sensuality afflicting modern society can be reclaimed by a revival of
the classical erotological tradition. Drawing upon the Qur’ān, ĥadīth and traditional
erotological literature, the book follows the style and composition of classical
Eastern and Afro-Arab love texts such as the Kama Sutra and Jalāl ad-Dīn aśŚuyūţī’s erotic treatises. A Taste of Honey is a thought-provoking work on a highly
sensitive, yet extremely important subject.
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Female Ejaculation and the G-Spot
Most people think that beauty revolves around such things as lipstick, sweet eyes,
or skinny jeans -- all those things that we can see (and obsess over) in the mirror.
But the fact is that beauty isn't some superficial pursuit, and it's not some random
act that you can thank (or curse) your ancestors for. There are, in fact, scientific
standards to beauty. Beauty is purposeful, because it's how humans have
historically communicated who we are to potential mates. Beauty, in fact, is really
about your health and happiness. In this groundbreaking book, Dr. Michael F.
Roizen and Dr. Mehmet C. Oz bust the myths and stereotypes about the way we
view ourselves -- and how we define beauty. In these pages, you'll find out why
beauty isn't as much about your vanity as it is about your humanity. The doctors
take a scientific, informative, and entertaining look at the three levels of beauty
and explain how they all work together to form a complete and authentic YOU.
Those three levels of beauty are: Looking Beautiful: Your appearance influences
your self-esteem and has major health implications. Here, the docs will tell you
how you can look the way you want. Feeling Beautiful: So what if you have luscious
lips or gorgeous locks if your joints creak and you have the energy of a rug? The
docs will tell you how to improve your energy levels, beat back your life-altering
aches and pains, and come to grips with some of life's toughest stresses. Being
Beautiful: By improving your relationships with your loved ones as well as with
others, you'll be well on your way to finding true happiness. That's the ultimate
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goal: Having all three levels of beauty working together so you can have a happy
and healthy life. You'll start off by taking the ultra-revealing and validated YOU-Q
Test to help you assess where you are on your own beauty scale and where you
want to be. Take the test, see how well you do; then use the book to help you
improve your score. With their usual candor and honesty, Dr. Roizen and Dr. Oz
break down the mechanics of beauty and explain how little adjustments in your
routine can help you become a happier, healthier person. You will learn about the
biology of beauty, take YOU Tests to determine where you are on the beauty scale,
get tons of YOU Tips to help you improve your life, as well as learn the secrets of
the Ultimate Beautiful Day. From hair to toenails, Dr. Roizen and Dr. Oz go through
every part of your body to explain how different foods, vitamins, creams, gels, and
injections can really boost your looks. They scrutinize the beauty myths that
bombard us every day and offer an unbiased perspective on which ones cause
more harm than good. You will be able to revamp your beauty regimen (or start a
new one from scratch). They'll also take a close look at chronic pain, mood swings,
low energy, and financial stresses. And they'll dive into the science of building
relationships, finding happiness, and using spirituality to help you define your own
levels of true beauty. Dr. Roizen and Dr. Oz act as tour guides navigating the tricky
but exciting terrain of today's beauty industry. YOU: Being Beautiful is your allinclusive ticket into the world -- the real world -- of beauty.

What Do Women Want?
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The Art of Female Orgasm
Control, Conquer, and Prevail! Everybody's biased. The truth is, we all harbor
unconscious assumptions that can get in the way of our good intentions and keep
us from building authentic relationships with people different from ourselves.
Tiffany Jana and Matthew Freeman use vivid stories and fun (yes, fun!) exercises
and activities to help us reflect on our personal experiences and uncover how our
hidden biases are formed. By becoming more self-aware, we can control knee-jerk
reactions, conquer fears of the unknown, and prevail over closed-mindedness. In
the end, Jana and Freeman's central message is that you are not the problem—but
you can be the solution.

The Good Vibrations Guide
American culture is more sexually liberal than ever. But compared to men,
women's sexual pleasure has not grown: Up to 40 percent of American women
experience the sexual malaise clinically known as low sexual desire. Between this
low desire, muted pleasure, and experiencing sex in terms of labor rather than of
lust, women by the millions are dissatisfied with their erotic lives. For too long, this
deficit has been explained in terms of women's biology, stress, and age. In The
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Pleasure Gap, Katherine Rowland rejects the idea that women should settle for
diminished pleasure; instead, she argues women should take inequality in the
bedroom as seriously as we take it in the workplace and understand its causes and
effects. Drawing on extensive research and interviews with more than one hundred
women and dozens of sexual health professionals, Rowland shows that the
pleasure gap is neither medical malady nor psychological condition but rather a
result of our culture's troubled relationship with women's sexual expression. This
provocative exploration of modern sexuality makes a case for closing the gap for
good.

Macramé for Beginners
Like men, women also can ejaculate, enhancing and intensifying their sexual
pleasure. In an open, positive style, Deborah Sundahl presents information about
female ejaculation including scientific findings, anatomical illustrations, historical
accounts, a chapter on how men can help their female partners to ejaculate, and
women's and men's experiences collected during the past two decades.

Female Ejaculation & the G-Spot
Do you want amazing, mind-blowing sexual ecstasy--full-body, multiple and
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extended orgasms, as well as the elusive and mysterious experience of female
ejaculation? In this book, you'll learn how to awaken your secret orgasmic trigger,
the G-spot. With step-by-step instruction for both men and women, this book
shows how to give and receive incred

Guide to G-Spot Orgasms and Female Ejaculation
The G-spot is not a myth, as some people unequivocally believe. It is the
erogenous center that supplies the woman with immense pleasure. This book
explains all you need to know to reach new levels of pleasure in your sex life. As
much for those in a relationship as well as those who want to enjoy their own
bodies, this manual teaches you to locate the G-spot and to stimulate it to unleash
a true “Big Bang” of pleasure. It includes detailed illustrations that show, step-bystep, the path to female ecstasy. Marcia Durante reveals all the tricks to activate
new erogenous centers and to experience the most intense, prolonged orgasms.
The perfect reference book on sexuality, Loving the G-Spot teaches you: • How to
easily locate the G-spot • Techniques to stimulate female ejaculation • The most
erogenous zones of the body • Sexual exercises for couples • Tantra and female
sexuality • Advanced positions to intensify the pleasure • And much more!

The Clitoral Truth
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An eye-opening anatomy lesson and no-nonsense debunking of the myths and
misinformation surrounding the G-spot.

Male Multiple Orgasm
EXPERIENCE THE ULTIMATE ORGASM Do you want amazing, mind-blowing sexual
ecstasy--full-body, multiple and extended orgasms, as well as the elusive and
mysterious experience of female ejaculation? In this book, you’ll learn how to
awaken your secret orgasmic trigger, the G-spot. With step-by-step instruction for
both men and women, this book shows how to give and receive incredibly powerful
G-spot orgasms that take you to the ultimate point of pleasure--female ejaculation.
You may have heard the widespread myth that only a select few women have the
ability to achieve an orgasm heightened by ejaculation. Don’t believe it. With the
correct stimulation, any woman can enjoy the full-body satisfaction that comes
from the total orgasmic release of female ejaculation. In Female Ejaculation you’ll
find answers to all your questions: * What is female ejaculation? * Where is the Gspot? * How is the G-spot best stimulated? * How can I experience female
ejaculation?

Yoni Massage
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DON’T BE A 2-MINUTE LOVER! It’s true--75% of men ejaculate during the first two
minutes of intercourse. Wouldn’t you rather be the kind of man who knows with
total confidence that he can satisfy any woman beyond her wildest dreams? MAKE
LOVE TO HER FOR HOURS! Male Multiple Orgasm teaches you how to be an
amazing sexual partner--sensitive, passionate, and long-lasting. The book’s simple
step-by-step exercises train you to have as many orgasms as you want for as long
as you choose while giving your partner absolute pleasure again and again. Based
on ancient Tantric secrets and modern sex research, Male Multiple Orgasm shows
how to: *Have multiple orgasms *Stay erect for hours *Enjoy better orgasms
*Develop unlimited sexual stamina

Women's Anatomy of Arousal
A practical guide to deepen and expand your orgasmic experience by yourself.
Based on ancient Tantric teachings, modern sexology and tons of experience,
Orgasm Unleashed is filled with inspiring ideas and powerful practices that will
transform your sex life. It might even change your life.

Female Ejaculation and G-Spot Massage
Discusses our changing understanding of human sexuality, explains the nature and
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function of the Grafenberg spot, and suggests how women can improve their
sexual relationships. Reprint. 30,000 first printing.

Squirting - THE EASIEST PATH TO UNBLOCKING A WOMAN’S
SEXUALITY
Whether you're celebrating your thousandth female orgasm, searching for your
first, or cheering on your girlfriend or wife, women and men across the country
agree: I Love Female Orgasm! I Love Female Orgasm is crammed with everything
you want to know about the big O, including: How to have an orgasm during
intercourse--and why most women don't Directions on finding your way to the Gspot Detailed advice on how to have your first orgasm Advice for better oral sex
Tips on surfing waves of multiple orgasms (even if you usually have just one) The
truth about female ejaculation (yes, it exists!) Answers to your questions about
vibrators, sex toys, piercings, and more The real deal on orgasms for lesbian,
bisexual, and queer women An entire chapter for men on how to turn her on and
get her off Plus tips for partners in every chapter Solot and Miller have spoken to
thousands of men and women and surveyed thousands more about their
experiences with female orgasm. Here they share all that they've learned--plus
give you a sneak peek behind bedroom doors as women and men share their
favorite moves, mistakes to avoid, and best "oh, yeah!" moments.
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Overcoming Bias
Squirting is without a doubt the most amazing pleasure that a woman can
experience. But it is not the philosopher's stone for making her come. It is only one
out of many ways to stimulate pleasure in a woman. This book will teach you how
to stimulate the G spot, which is the base for having sex connected to the clitoris;
but it is also how you stimulate the PS spot, which is connected directly to anal
sex. To sum up, the PS spot is responsible for anal pleasure, and stimulating the PS
spot is one way that a woman can experience the pleasure of an anal orgasm,
even if women aren't open to even talking about anal sex. Obviously, after
experiencing an anal orgasm, it will be impossible for a woman not to be interested
in anal sex because she will have valid reasons for wanting it. This book is the most
complete guide in the world on how to stimulate the PS spot.

The Secrets of Great G-Spot Orgasms and Female Ejaculation
Open Her teaches a man how to embody 7 Masculine Archetypes to engage his
woman in a deeper, more passionate dance of love. Each archetype brings a power
and a gift, a secret key to his woman's love and desire. Open Her will inspire a man
to love his masculinity and to know the power it holds to open a woman to ever
deepening states of pleasure and love.
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Sex For Dummies
Covering every type of sexual peak experience in women and menfrom intense to
phantom—this informative and entertaining work illuminates the hows, whats, and
wherefores of orgasm.

Squirt School
What is the G-Spot?What is Female Ejaculation?Survey Results (Women) : Real Life
ExperiencesSurvey Results (Men) : Real Life ExperiencesTechniques for Men to
stimulate their partners G-Spot to orgasm & Ejaculation Techniques for Women to
Increase their Orgasmic Capacity Self-Exploration for WomenGetting up close and
personal with your G-SpotYour First Female Ejaculation! G-Spot Stimulation During
Intercourse Sexual Positions For G-Spot Stimulation During Intercourse Resources,
Bibliography & Suggested Reading

The G Spot
A tantric massage practice for awakening and enhancing women’s innate sensual,
emotional, and spiritual energies • Provides emotional healing by releasing
traumatic memories stored in the yoni • Includes exercises that use sexual energy
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to cleanse and stimulate the chakras • Empowers women to draw strength and
radiant vitality from the restored connection to their innermost core “Yoni” is the
Sanskrit word for the female genitalia, describing not only the anatomy but also
encompassing the energetic and spiritual dimensions. While a yoni massage offers
women the opportunity to enhance their sexuality, Michaela Riedl shows that the
effects of this practice are much more profound and have ramifications affecting
every area of life. Long held inhibitions in the West about sexuality and the shame
and guilt associated with the sexual zones of the body have created deep-seated
barriers that prevent individuals from fully expressing themselves. The practices
provided in Yoni Massage are designed to allow women to overcome these barriers
and reconnect to their innermost core and deepest feminine nature. Yoni massage
is not simply a hands-on technique but involves the conscious direction of energy
throughout the body through deep breathing and visualization. It provides women
the ability to cleanse and energetically stimulate the chakras as well as achieve
emotional healing by releasing the traumatic pain that often becomes seated in
the yoni. The author explains that the relegation of this important spiritual and
energetic center to a “private part” hinders the process of enlightenment. Once
women are able to be in touch with their yoni energy, their connection to the entire
web of life is restored to its rightful place.

The Ultimate Guide to Kink
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The first edition of Female Ejaculation and the G-Spot was meant to raise
awareness about the phenomenon of female ejaculation and resurrect a now lost
wonder, as well as the mystery surrounding this aspect of female sexuality. It
empowered women who already ejaculated and taught women who wanted to. The
second edition of the book promises to do even more through its mindful approach
to awakening the sensations of the G-spot, and in offering a gentler and safer
method that Deborah developed to enable a woman to have more control over her
ability to ejaculate. The revision also includes more testimonials from workshop
participants, an interview with a sexual healer, and an expanded list of outside
references, resources, product makers, and tantra teachers. Sundahl summarizes
and explains new information that has come to light regarding the G-spot, paying
special attention to the renamed and researched PC muscles, and new "find, see,
and feel" techniques for ejaculating with a partner. She has also added new
information to her section on men's role in female ejaculation, updating findings on
men's sexual tastes. Finally, this edition includes new illustrations and links to
online video clips. With its new features meant to enhance Sundahl's original
empowering and healing message regarding female sexuality, the second edition
of Female Ejaculation and the G-Spot helps readers appreciate the wonders and
healing potential of female ejaculation.
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